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WHO WE ARE

As the largest group of its 
kind, we are proud to work in 
partnership with the Association 
of British Neurologists, and are 
the only organisation to receive 
endorsement from the Society of 
British Neurological Surgeons.

Welcome to the Neurology and Neurosurgery Interest Group 
(NANSIG). Established in 2010, NANSIG allows medical 
students and junior doctors to gain relevant insight and 

experience in Neurology and Neurosurgery.

We represent over 1000 members nationally, 
providing educational material, mentoring 

facilities, research opportunities and seminars 
which facilitate student career development 

including our annual careers day which 
attracts delegates from all over the world. 

We also work with university societies 
through our network of university 

representatives.
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2010
Established the first 

Neurosurgery Careers Day

2017
First national research 

project- ENTICE
‘Evaluation of nationwide referral 

pathways, investigation and treatment 
of suspected cauda equina syndrome 

in the United Kingdom’
DOI: 10.1080/02688697.2019.1648757

2020
1st publication in The 

Lancet
‘Social media could address the 

gender gap in Neurosurgery’
DOI:10.1016/S1474-4422(20)30080-6

2021
10th Annual NANSIG/SBNS 
Neurosurgery Careers Day 

(virtual)

2016
First Neurosurgery 
Workshop

2017
First NANSIG publication
‘Launching An SBNS-Accredited 
Neurosurgical Skills Workshop for 
Medical Students and Foundation 
Trainees’- British Journal of 
Neurosurgery
DOI: 10.1080/02688697.2017.1354123

2021
2nd publication in The 
Lancet
‘Inspiring the next generation’
DOI:0.1016/S1474-4422(21)00068-5

2021
International expansion
We have a network of 20 
International Ambassadors from 
17 countries
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2021 - March
NANSIG Journal Club- ULTRA Trial

INUGSC, VASC & INNC Conferences
Neurocartography issue III

Lancet publication

2021 - May, June, July
NANSIG Webinar Series

Neurocartography issues V, VI, VII 

2021 - September
NANSIG Webinar Series

International Diversity Event
Neurocartography issue IX

2021 - December
NANSIG Webinar Series

Virtual Neurosurgery Workshop
Neurocartography issue XII

2021 - April
NANSIG Webinar Series- Professor 

Michael Fehlings

Manchester Trauma and Emergencies 
Conference
Neurocartography issue IVNeurocartography issue IV

2021 - August
NANSIG Webinar Series
The Big Neuro Kahoot Quiz
NANSIG Journal Clubs 
Dex-CSDH, BASICS, BRAIN-MATRIX

Neurocartography issue VIII

2021 - October, 
November
NANSIG Webinar Series
National Study Launch-
INTERVAL-GB, NAPIER

Neurocartography issue X, XI

2022 - January
11th Annual NANSIG/SBNS 
Neurosurgery Careers Day
Neurocartography issue XIII
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NANSIG/SBNS ANNUAL 
NEUROSURGERY CAREERS DAY

A recording of the event is available on YouTube:  
www.youtube.com/watch?v=gtIgaj4pqkI

This year our Annual Neurosurgery 
Careers Day attracted 250 
attendees from over 35 countries.

20
21



OUR ACTIVITIES
JOURNAL CLUBS

WEBINARS

CONFERENCES

EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES

Our Journal Clubs bring together high-profile researchers 
and students to discuss select clinical trials within the clinical 
neurosciences and neurosurgery. We have so far hosted 5 
sessions including the Crash-3, RESTART, RESCUEicp, ROAM 
and ULTRA trials. Our upcoming journal clubs include the 
Dex-CSDH, BASICS, BRAIN-MATRIX trials.

Our Webinars take place each month, and provide 
a comprehensive overview of neurosurgical 
subspecialties. Our upcoming sessions will offer 
an international persepctive on a range of topics, 
including global, paediatric, spinal and functional 
neurosurgery.

NANSIGs expanding profile has attracted 
invitations from several national and 
international conferences to deliver talks 
and workshops about our initiatives. We 
are continuing to participate in a growing 
number of events in the coming year.

NANSIG have produced a wealth of educational 
resources, including youtube videos, podcasts, quizzes, 
the annual essay competition. Additionally, our OSCE 
resources and our monthly neuroscience magazine, 
Neurocartography, has encouraged engagement from 
students internationally.  



ELISAR-GB
The ELISAR-GB audit aims 
to evaluate the current 
service provision regarding 
the availability and usage of 
intraoperative surgical adjuncts for glioblastoma 
deemed suitable for resection and whether 
pre-operative surgical intent was achieved upon 
using the suggested (NICE 2018 and EANO 2017) 
intraoperative technologies. 

TOP-TBI
Thromboprophylaxis in TBI 
(TOP-TBI) is a prospective 
NANSIG clinical trial. The trial 
design was awarded recognition and support 
by the Britich Neurosurgical Trainee research 
collaborative (BNTTRC) in late 2020, and is currenlt 
yin the process of securing NIHR funding.

RESEARCH PROJECTS

CRANIAL
CRANIAL (CSF Rhinorrhoea After 

Endonasal Intervention to the Skull 
Base) is a prospective, multicentre 

observational study seeking to determine:  
(1) the scope of skull base repair methods, and 

(2) the corresponding rates of postoperative CSF 
rhinorrhoea in endonasal transsphenoidal (TSA) 
expanded endonasal approaches (EEA) for skull 
base tumours.  
This is a NANSIG-led and BNTRC supported 
study, and will run over 12 months.

SPICE-19
SPICE-19 is a prospective, multi-

centre national study designed to 
evaluate medical student wellbeing 

and mental health during the 
COVID-19 pandemic. The study recruited 

over 2275 responses from 34 medical schools 
in the UK, and we have published seven peer 
reviewed manuscripts relating to ithe results 
of the study.



PREVIOUS AND 
CURRENT SPONSORS

SPONSORSHIP
YEARLY SUBSCRIPTION PACKAGES

• Fixed-plans: NANSIG has a rigorous 
portfolio of events and had great success 
within the virtual environment in the previous 
year; There will be no cancellation of any 
events. Monthly events like webinars and 
magazines are scheduled throughout the 
year.

• Workshops: NANSIG has been invited to 
numerous UK and international conferences 
to talk about our organisation and our 
intiatives. our current sponsors were 
exposed in our workshop slides. 

• Exposure: NANSIG has started its 
globalisation initiative, having recruited 
20 international representatives so far. 
Applications are accepted throughout 
the year. In the UK we have 42 university 
representatives and 24 deanery 
representatives.

• Social media exposure: NANSIG is extremely 
active in its social media on platforms ie. 
instagram (over 700 followers), facebook 
(over 2900 followers), and twitter (over 1800 
followers)

• Wider range of events: talk slots are crucial 
to our sponsors. instead of seeking for 
sponsors for our career’s day with limited 
amount of speaking slots, we would like to 
offer you more talk-slots throughout the 
events this year. 

• There would be an opportunity to engage 
with our NANSIG members interacting at a 
more personal level.

We also have the option for you to select an 
individual conference or event. If there is a 
specific channel that you would like to focus on, 
please let us know.

NANSIG are looking towards emphasising continuity and relationship building with our sponsors. 
Therefore we would like to propose a yearly subscription plan effective for a 12-month period for 
all our sponsors. 
Conference sponsorship is included within the subscription plan, and we can also take individual 
sponsorships for each conferences or other events

Benefits:



Label: Recognised label as a Silver sponsor in our channels.

Logo: • All event posters

• All Event pages

• Acknowledgement in all our event slides

• Website with company link

• Monthly magazine (online and in-print)

Communications: • Exclusive email sign-ups to delegates in one event (excluding conferences)

• Social media post introducing sponsor with description and logo

• Mid-year post on all our social media for advertisement

Passes: • 2 exhibitory passes for two events throughout the year 

Talks: • One talk slot allocated within the year excluding the conferences

International Diversity Event (£500):
Label: Silver sponsor label on our website and throughout our event pages

Logo: • On main meeting room slides between talks and during breaks

• On each page of event online registration page

Communications: • Exclusive email sign up for delegates to request more information on your product or service

Leaflets: • 1 x A4 or A5 leaflets in virtual meeting bag (emailed to delegates)

Passes: • 2 exhibitor passes

Annual Neurosurgery Careers Day (£500):
Label: Silver sponsor label on our website and throughout our event pages

Logo: • On main meeting room slides between talks and during breaks

• On each page of event online registration page

Communications: • Exclusive email sign up for delegates to request more information on your product or services

Leaflets: • 1 x A4 or A5 leaflets in virtual meeting bag (emailed to delegates)

Passes: • 2 exhibitor passes

SPONSORSHIP PACKAGE 1 
SILVER (£1,000)



SPONSORSHIP PACKAGE 2 
GOLD (£1,500)

Label: Recognised label as a Gold sponsor in our channels.

Logo (MEDIUM): • All event posters

• All Event pages

• Acknowledgement in all our event slides

• Website with company link

• Monthly magazine (online and in-print)

Communications: • Exclusive email sign-ups to delegates in 2 events (excluding conferences)

• Social media post introducing sponsor with description and logo

• Short description and advertisement in monthly magazine

Passes: • 2 exhibitory passes for two events throughout the year 

Talks: • Two talk slots allocated within the year excluding the conferences

International Diversity Event (£750):
Label: Gold sponsor label on our website and throughout our event pages

Logo (MEDIUM): • On main meeting room slides between talks and during breaks

• On each page of event online registration page

Communications: • Exclusive email sign up for delegates to request more information on your product or service

• 1 x pre-event email promotion shots to all delegates and NANSIG members

Leaflets: • 1 x A4 or A5 leaflets in virtual meeting bag (emailed to delegates)

• 1 x A5 advertisement in final programme

• Half page company insert into final programme with company details

Passes: • 2 exhibitor passes

Annual Neurosurgery Careers Day (£750):
Label: Gold sponsor label on our website and throughout our event pages

Logo (MEDIUM): • On main meeting room slides between talks and during breaks

• On each page of event online registration page

Communications: • Exclusive email sign up for delegates to request more information on your product or service

• 1 x pre-event email promotion shots to all delegates and NANSIG members

Leaflets: • 1 x A4 or A5 leaflets in virtual meeting bag (emailed to delegates)

• 1 x A5 advertisement in final programme

• Half page company insert into final programme with company details

Passes: • 2 exhibitor passes



SPONSORSHIP PACKAGE 3 
PLATINUM (£2,000)

Label: Recognised label as a Platinum sponsor in our channels.

Logo (MEDIUM): • All event posters

• All Event pages

• Acknowledgement in all our event slides

• Website with company link

• Monthly magazine (online and in-print)

Communications: • Exclusive email sign-ups to delegates in 3 events (excluding conferences)

• Social media post introducing sponsor with description and logo

• • Half-page advertisement in monthly magazineHalf-page advertisement in monthly magazine

• • Mid-year post on all our social media for advertisementMid-year post on all our social media for advertisement

• • Monthly meetings (UK & international) invitation upon requestMonthly meetings (UK & international) invitation upon request

Passes: • 2 exhibitory passes for all events throughout the year 

Talks: • 3 talk slots available throughout the year given priority (excluding conferences)

International Diversity Event (£1,000):
Label: Platinum sponsor label on our website and throughout our event pages

Logo (MEDIUM): • On main meeting room slides between talks and during breaks

• On each page of event online registration page

• Website with link available until 6 months post event

Communications: • Exclusive email sign up for delegates to request more information on your product or service

• 1 x pre-event email promotion shots to all delegates and NANSIG members

Leaflets: • 1 x A4 or A5 leaflets in virtual meeting bag (emailed to delegates)

• 1 x A4 advertisement in final programme

• Half page company insert into final programme with company details

Passes: • 4 exhibitor passes

Talks: • 20 minutes educational breakout session

Annual Neurosurgery Careers Day (£1,000):
Label: Diamond sponsor label on our website and throughout our event pages

Logo (MEDIUM): • On main meeting room slides between talks and during breaks

• On each page of event online registration page

• Website with link available until 6 months post event

Communications: • Exclusive email sign up for delegates to request more information on your product or service

• 1 x pre-event email promotion shots to all delegates and NANSIG members

Leaflets: • 1 x A4 or A5 leaflets in virtual meeting bag (emailed to delegates)

• 1 x A4 advertisement in final programme

• Half page company insert into final programme with company details

Passes: • 4 exhibitor passes

Talks: • 20 minutes educational breakout session



SPONSORSHIP PACKAGE 4 
DIAMOND (£2,500)

Label: Recognised label as a Diamond sponsor in our channels

Logo (LARGE): • All event posters

• All event pages

• Acknowledgement in all our event slides

• Website with company link

• Monthly magazine (online and in-print) 

• In our slides for all webinar, tutorials, and other events

• In our Zoom background

Communications: • Exclusive email sign-ups to delegates in all events 

• Social media post introducing sponsor with description and logo

• Full A4 page advertisement in monthly magazine

• Monthly Social media posts with your requested advertisement

• Invited to monthly meetings (UK and International)

Passes: • 4 Exhibitory passes for all events throughout the year 

Talks: • Priority talk slots for events (up to 4 excluding conferences)

International Diversity Event (£1,500):
Label: Diamond sponsor label on our website and throughout our event pages

Logo (LARGE): • On main meeting room slides between talks and during breaks

• On each page of event online registration page

• Website with link available until 6 months post event

Communications: • Exclusive email sign up for delegates to request more information on your product or service

• 2 x pre-event email promotion shots to all delegates and NANSIG members

Leaflets: • 2 x A4 or A5 leaflets in virtual meeting bag (emailed to delegates)

• 1 x A4 advertisement in final programme

• Half page company insert into final programme with company details

Passes: • 4 exhibitor passes

Talks: • • 40 minutes40 minutes educational breakout session

Annual Neurosurgery Careers Day (£1,500):
Label: Diamond sponsor label on our website and throughout our event pages

Logo (LARGE): • On main meeting room slides between talks and during breaks

• On each page of event online registration page

• Website with link available until 6 months post event

Communications: • Exclusive email sign up for delegates to request more information on your product or service

• 2 x pre-event email promotion shots to all delegates and NANSIG members

Leaflets: • 2 x A4 or A5 leaflets in virtual meeting bag (emailed to delegates)

• 1 x A4 advertisement in final programme

• Half page company insert into final programme with company details

Passes: • 4 exhibitor passes

Talks: • 40 minutes educational breakout session



A WORD FROM THE NANSIG 
CHAIR AND FINANCES
NANSIG has a proud heritage of increasing interest, enthusiasm, 
and widening access to the clinical neurosciences. With a 
network of over 1000 members, and international ambassadors 
in 15 countries, NANSIG is truly an international organisation. 
We pride ourselves on integrity, which is critical to our successful 
affiliation with SBNS and ABN. We are leading dynamic, 
nationwide research through our portfolio of projects, and 
have pioneered successful initiatives in education, events, 
and advocacy.

NANSIG recently proved great success despite limitations 
of the virtual environment. A great increase in global input 
denotes the reputation of NANSIG both within the UK and the 
global stage. Being the organisation of its calibre, our seeking 
for further funding is crucial towards shaping our influence 
and taking our impact to the next level. We pride ourselves 
in successful collaborations, always emphasising the meaning 
of synergy. By striving for a continuous relationship with our 
sponsors we not only ask you to contribute to the field of 
education and research but also seek for a mutually beneficial 
relationship with your organisation.

Jay Park
Vice-Chair for 

Finances

Conor Gillespie
NANSIG Chair

CONTACT US

@NANSIGUK @NANSIG

@NANSIG1 @NANSIG_GROUP

WWW.NANSIG.ORG EMAIL: NANSIGGROUP@GMAIL.COM


